In this paper, we describe the analysis performed in the data of C6 and C7 commissioning runs of Virgo for the search of periodic sources of gravitational waves. The analysis is all-sky, covers the frequency range between 50 Hz and 1050 Hz and neutron star spin-down rate below 1.58 × 10 −8 Hz s −1 . Coincidences in the source parameter space between candidates found in the two data sets are required to reduce the false alarm probability. The procedure used to estimate the detection efficiency of the analysis pipeline, through the injection of simulated signals in the data, is also described.
Introduction
Theoretical models suggest that ∼10 9 neutron stars should be present in the galaxy. Of these, only ∼10
5 are expected to be pulsars. Then, it is likely that many potentially interesting sources are not visible in the electromagnetic band. An isolated neutron star emits gravitational waves if its shape deviates from axisymmetry. This deviation is measured by the ellipticity, which is likely to have a maximum possible value smaller than 10 −6 . Neutron stars may have a large rotation rate at birth, with rotation frequency f rot up to 1000-1500 Hz, depending on the equation of state. For a non-axisymmetric neutron star rotating around one of the principal axis of inertia the gravitational wave frequency is f = 2f rot . The signal at the detector is frequency and amplitude modulated due to the Doppler effect and detector radiation pattern, depending on the source position and wave polarization. We use ecliptical coordinates (λ, β) for the source sky position. Interferometric detectors of the first generation have a rather small 'detection horizon': for high frequency sources and assuming a reasonable ellipticity it is of the order of a few hundred parsecs. This means that the local distribution of neutron stars can play a significant role and we cannot assume that neutron stars' population is simply distributed on the galactic disc [1] . Moreover, we need to search for young sources, which are likely to rotate faster and be more deformed (largerḟ ). All this brings us to consider the fundamental importance of making a 'blind' search of periodic sources, i.e. without making a strict hypothesis on the source parameters: position (λ, β), frequency f and spin-down rateḟ .
The blind search for periodic sources of gravitational waves cannot be performed using optimal data analysis methods due to the huge number of points in the source parameter space that should be explored [2] . We have developed a sub-optimal hierarchical procedure that allows us to strongly reduce the needed computing power with a small reduction in sensitivity. In the following sections, we will describe the different steps of the procedure and its application to the data of Virgo commissioning runs C6 and C7. Run C6 was performed between 29 July and 12 August 2005, with an actual observation time of T obs = 13.87 days. Run C7 extended from 14 September to 19 September 2005, covering T obs = 3.37 actual days of data. In figure 1 , the noise spectral densities of C6 and C7 have been plotted.
The analysis pipeline
The hierarchical procedure for the search of periodic sources starts from the h-reconstructed channel of two or more data sets, which could belong to a single detector or to different detectors [3] . A series of steps is applied to each data set, as briefly described in the following. More details can be found in [2, 4, 5] . See, e.g., [6] for a description of the methods used in LIGO detectors.
Removal of big time domain disturbances
A cleaning procedure is applied to the data, which have a sampling time t sampl = 0.000 25 s, in order to remove big short time domain disturbances (events) which would increase the overall level of noise. First, events are identified by setting a threshold on the critical ratio CR =
, where x i are the samples and µ i and σ i are the mean and the standard deviation computed through an autoregressive procedure. In this analysis we have set the threshold to 6. Then, events are removed setting to zero the samples corresponding to the event duration (properly defined) and using a smooth connection to the samples around it. In this way, 8109 events have been removed for C6, covering a total time of ∼1000 s (i.e. a fraction 8.3 × 10 −4 of the data set), and 1963 for C7, covering ∼361 s (a fraction 1.2 × 10 −3 of the data set). 
Construction of the short FFT database (SFDB)
Starting from the cleaned data, the FFTs are built with such a length that the Doppler effect and source spin-down cannot shift a frequency by more than half a bin. This implies a constraint on the maximum length of the chunks of data from which the FFT are computed, given by T FFT,max = 1.1 × 10 5 / √ f s where f is the frequency in Hz. In this initial analysis of real Virgo data we have used a duration T FFT = 1048.576 s at all frequencies, below the maximum allowed. The corresponding frequency bin width is δf = T −1 FFT = 9.5367×10 −4 Hz. With this choice that, as we will see, implies a low resolution in the sky grid (especially at low frequencies), we have N FFT = 2286 FFTs for C6, and N FFT = 556 for C7. FFTs are overlapped by the half and each of them also contains a sub-sampled estimation of the spectrum, needed for a good detection efficiency in the identification of peaks (see the next point), and for the next steps of the analysis, like the adaptive Hough transform [8] .
Average spectrum estimation
This estimation is done in order to not be affected by narrow spectral peaks, which could be due to gravitational signals, but to be able to follow slow or rapid variation of the noise level. For a given FFT, with samples (modulus)x i , i = 1, . . . , N (with N being the length of the FFT), the estimator of the averageμ i is computed through an autoregressive procedure. For each sample, the ratio r =x i /μ i−1 is computed. A threshold V max (V max = 1.58 in this analysis) and a maximum age of the process A max (A max = 0.02 Hz) are chosen; if r < V max the last datum is used to evaluate the actual meanμ i and the age A of the process is set to zero. When r V max the last datumx i is not used to evaluate the actual meanμ i and the age A is incremented by δf . If the age A becomes larger than A max we decide that the characteristics of the noise changed and we go back by n = (A/δf ) int samples and begin a new evaluation of the mean, restarting from the sample i − (A/δf ) int . In figure 2, one spectrum and its estimation for C6 and C7 is plotted.
Construction of the time-frequency peak map
The time-frequency peak map is obtained making the ratio between each periodogram (square of the FFT) of the database and the corresponding estimation of the average spectrum, and selecting local maxima above a given threshold. This guarantees a high robustness against non-stationarities. Typical values of the ratio are around 1 with significant deviations when spectral peaks are present. The threshold is chosen as a compromise between the need to minimize both the sensitivity loss and the computing power needed for the incoherent step. In this analysis we have used a threshold θ = 2.5. As many disturbances are present in the data, a further cleaning procedure is applied at the level of the peak map by eliminating those frequencies where the peak frequency distribution is particularly high (a fraction ∼2-3% of the frequency bins is removed). In this way, we reduce the number of candidates of the first order 14 found with the Hough transform 15 , see the next point.
Hough transform and candidate selection
The Hough transform connects the time-frequency plane to the source parameter space. The analysis presented in this paper is full-sky, covers the frequency range between 50 Hz and 1050 Hz, and spin-down rate between 0 andḟ max = 1.58 × 10 −8 Hz s −1 . The number of points in the source parameter space can be computed as follows. The number of frequency bins to be analysed is N f = 1000 × δf = 1.048 × 10 6 for each data set. The sky resolution, which is proportional to f −1 , varies in both coordinates from 7. where n is the count number in the given cell, µ and σ are the average count number and standard deviation of the map. The choice of this threshold is done as a compromise between the needs to limit the sensitivity loss and to have a manageable number of candidates of the first order. In this analysis we have chosen CR thr = 3.8. The resulting number of candidates of the first order is N cand = 922, 999, 536 for C6 and N cand = 319, 201, 742 for C7 16 . The corresponding false alarm probabilities, given by P fa = N cand /N tot , are P fa = 1.23 × 10 −4 for C6 and P fa = 1.70 × 10 −4 for C7. The theoretical values, that we would expect in the case of ideal noise and long observation time, are lower. The false alarm probability would be P 1.4 × 10 8 for C7. For ideal noise, the distribution of the count number n in the Hough maps would be binomial, with a 'success' probability, i.e. the probability of selecting a time-frequency peak at a given time, p 0.076 (using the threshold θ = 2.5 in the selection of peaks). In figure 3 , we have plotted the CR distributions found in C6 (left) and in C7 (right) versus the theoretical one. The deviation of the actual distribution is clearly visible, with respect to the theory, at high values of CR. This is a clear indication of the many disturbances still present in the data.
The presence of disturbances in the data can also be seen looking at the frequency distribution of candidates of the first order. This is shown in figure 4 for candidates with no spin-down. We have found a similar behaviour for all the spin-down values. Candidate excess appears at many frequencies. Some excesses have been identified to be due to known noise lines [7] , like the first mode-cleaner violin mode around 330 Hz. In most cases the excess is due to unknown disturbances. The increase in the number of candidates with frequency is in agreement with the quadratic increase of the sky resolution with the frequency, see section 3.
Disturbances obviously also appear in the sky distribution of candidates of the first order. Also in the quiet frequency bands, however, many candidates are distributed in 'bumps' and 'strips' in the sky. This is the result of the short observation time, so that the Doppler effect is not effective enough in discriminating different directions in the sky, and, especially for candidates at low latitude, of the use of the ecliptical coordinates and of the fact that the detector velocity vector has a large component along the ecliptic [8] . We expect these effects will become less important analysing longer data stretch and using the adaptive Hough transform which, taking into account the detector radiation pattern, breaks the symmetry with respect to the ecliptic.
Coincidences among candidates of different data sets
We make coincidences among the candidates of the first order found into two or more data sets, not necessarily belonging to the same detector, in order to reduce the false alarm probability and the computational load of the following coherent step of the analysis. Two candidates are coincident if their parameters are within a given coincidence window. Here we have done coincidences among the candidates of the first order found in C6 and C7 data. Using a coincidence window width (in number of bins) f = 2 (i.e. 0.019 Hz); ḟ = 1 (i.e. 8.12 × 10 −10 Hz s −1 for C6 and 3.52 × 10 −9 Hz s −1 for C7); λ = 2; β = 2, 17 we have found 2700 232 coincident candidates corresponding to a false alarm rate reduced to 2.2 × 10 −7 , about three orders of magnitude lower than in the original candidate sets.
Coherent step
On the coincident candidates, the coherent follow-up has to be applied. It consists of correcting data for the Doppler shift and spin-down using candidate parameters and it is based on the so-called analytical signal [9] . In this way, longer FFTs can be computed, in which the power of a signal would be all confined within a frequency bin. The false alarm probability is reduced to a negligibly small value with this step. If some candidates still survive they can be checked by analysing a longer data set or making coincidences with candidates found in other data sets. In the analysis described in this paper we have not performed the coherent step.
Search sensitivity
The sensitivity of our hierarchical method can be computed starting from the optimal 'nominal' sensitivity (i.e. with SNR = 1), which is h
whereh is the noise spectral density, taking into account various loss factors. In the case of an incoherent method in which data are divided in chunks of duration T FFT , there is a loss factor
where the factor 2 takes into account the overlapping of FFTs. A further reduction in sensitivity comes from the selection of candidates of the first order with CR > CR thr (CR thr = 3.8 in our case), given by √ CR thr . Finally, a factor ∼1.12 must be considered due to the loss of our method, based on the peak map, with respect to the 'classical' incoherent method (Radon transform aka stack-slide method) where the full spectral information is used.
From what has been told, we can express the amplitude of the smallest signal that would produce a candidate of the first order in the Hough map, at 95% confidence level, as
It can be shown that there is an overall loss factor with respect to the optimal analysis, after selection of the same number of candidates, of 2.42 for C6 and 1.84 for C7. We can take into account the noise non-stationarity, i.e. the fact thath is not constant in time, replacing it with an effective noise, defined as that stationary noise that would give the same average sensitivity over the same observation window. It can be shown that we can express the effective noise as
whereh i is the spectral noise density for the ith periodogram. In figure 5 , we have plotted the effective sensitivity for C6 and C7, computed from equations (1) and (2), corresponding to a confidence level of 95%. 
Injection of simulated signals
In order to study the detection efficiency of our pipeline and the accuracy in source parameter estimation we have injected 244 simulated signals in C7 data. Signals uniformly span the frequency range between 50 Hz and 550 Hz, spin-down smaller than 1.66 × 10 −8 Hz s −1 , a dimensional amplitude at the detector between 10 −24 and 10 −20 and correspond to sources uniformly distributed in the sky. The injected signals are searched for by analysing C7 data (after signals injection) and making coincidences between the found candidates of the first order and the list of signals. Concerning the coincidence window, we have chosen (a posteriori) the following values: f = 2, ḟ = 1, λ = 3, β = 6. A wider window for the sky position, with respect to that used for coincidences among C6 and C7 candidates, has been chosen to guarantee a good detection efficiency, see below. In figure 6 (left), we have plotted the amplitude of injected signals as a function of their frequency (blue circles) and the detected ones, whenever there is a candidate coincident with one of the signals (red dots). The continuous curve is the effective sensitivity of Virgo for C7, at 95% confidence level. From the figure we see that few signals are undetected, even if with amplitude well above the effective sensitivity. This is connected to the short observation time, as already discussed in section 2, which implies that the coincidence window, for the sky coordinates, is not large enough. To check if a longer observation time would indeed improve the detection efficiency we have produced a new set of C7 data (plus injections) dilated by a factor of 80 (i.e. the time distance between two consecutive FFTs is increased by 80, their length remaining the same) and repeated the analysis. The result is shown in figure 6 (right): now basically all signals above the effective sensitivity are detected, using the same coincidence window as before. Using a smaller coincidence window we would also lose some signals in this case.
Conclusions
We have a well established procedure for going from the data to source candidates. We have described in this paper its application to C6 and C7 Virgo data. An important step consists of making coincidences between the candidates of the first order found in two or more data sets, in order to reduce the false alarm probability. The coherent follow-up of the coincident candidates reduces the false alarm probability to negligibly small values.
To check detection efficiency and accuracy in source parameter estimation, we have also analysed C7 data after the injection of simulated signals. We have seen that the detection efficiency is larger if data cover a larger time interval, because in this case the Doppler effect is effective in discriminating different locations in the sky. We have found a poorer accuracy for sources at low latitude, due to the symmetry of our problem. This implies that there is a need to increase the coincidence window. However, we expect to have a better accuracy using the adaptive Hough transform which breaks the symmetry with respect to the ecliptic. In general, the detection efficiency is in very good agreement with what we expect on the basis of the data and the parameters we use.
More systematic injections will allow us to establish upper limits to the amplitude of periodic gravitational signals from unknown sources in the Virgo data.
